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DERIVATIONS INTO THE INTEGRAL CLOSURE

BY

RICHARD DRAPER AND KLAUS FISCHER

Abstract. Let A be a reduced analytical /c-algebra of dimension r and A' its integral

closure in the full ring of quotients of A. We investigate the condition on A that

there exist r elements xx.xr in A and ^-derivations d¡.dr from A into A' so

that d¡(xf) is the r X r identity matrix and so that dx,...,dr freely generate

Der¿(/f, A'). We show this is equivalent to a number of other conditions. If A is a

complete intersection, then the above is equivalent to the Jacobian ideal J becoming

principal in A'. If A/fj is regular of dimension r— 1 and satisfies the above

condition, then A' is regular.

Introduction. Let A be a reduced analytic /c-algebra. That is, A is of the form

k[[xx,...,xn]]/I where 7 is a radical ideal. We shall assume that k is a field of

characteristic zero. Let A' be the integral closure of A in its full ring of quotients. We

consider two related but not equivalent conditions that we may impose on A and

which arise often in singularity theory. These conditions deal with /^-derivations

from A into A'. Of course, much is known about /«-derivations from A into A and

our results are motivated by and generalize this case.

If HA/k is the module of finite differentials of A over k, then we denote by J the

smallest nonzero Fitting ideal of ilA/k. If A is pure dimensional then J is the

Jacobian ideal of A and the prime ideals q of A that do not contain J are precisely

those for which Aq is a regular ring (see [B, Satz 3.2.2, p. 91]). The two conditions

which we study in this paper are the following.

Condition I. JA' is a principal ideal in A' generated by a regular element.

Condition II. There exist r elements xx,.. .,xr and /«-derivations dx,.. .,dr from A

into A' such that d¡(Xj) is the r X r identity matrix and such that dx,... ,dr freely

generate Der^v*!, A') as an ^'-module.

In §1 we show that Condition I implies Condition II and that the two are

equivalent if A is a complete intersection. Both conditions assure that A is of pure

Krull dimension r (Theorem 4).

Versions of these conditions appear in three forms in the literature. The first is

with A' replaced by A. If this is so, then Condition I states that JA is principal

generated by a regular element and this is the version of the Jacobian criterion
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(JA = A) studied by J. Lipman in [L2]. In that paper he proved that if A is the local

ring of a /t-variety at a (not necessarily closed) point, then JA principal with regular

generator is equivalent to A being regular (k of characteristic zero). In fact,

inspection of [L2] shows that he proved that Condition I implies Condition II for

arbitrary local rings (A' still replaced by A). (See [L2, Lemmas 1 and 2] and our

Conditions III and IV below.) Condition II in this case can be used to prove the

regularity of A (Zariski; cf. Theorem 11) and, of course, if A is regular then the

partial derivatives on k[[xx,...,xr]] =A yield the derivations of Condition II.

Therefore, if A' is replaced by A, then both conditions are equivalent to the

regularity of A.

The second way Conditions I and II appear is in equisingularity theory. If A is a

hypersurface and A/ fj is regular of dimension r — 1 then Condition I is precisely

the Jacobian criterion of equisingularity developed by Zariski [Z2]. In this case, it

follows among other things that A' is a regular ring, i.e. the localizations at maximal

primes are regular local rings.

The third way is in the case that A is the local ring of a reduced complex analytic

space F at a point p. In another paper [DF] we prove that Condition III below

(which we interpret in terms of weakly holomorphic vector fields in the complex

analytic case) is equivalent to the condition that the tangent cone C4(V, p) defined

by Whitney [W] has dimension r. It follows from a theorem of Stutz [S] that the

normalization of V is nonsingular over p provided the singular set of V is smooth at

p. Stutz's proof uses the Riemann Removable Singularities Theorem.

This paper is inspired by the facts cited above. Our objectives are to examine the

relationship between Conditions I and II, to determine the algebraic consequences of

Condition II analogous to those found by Lipman and, given additional hypotheses

on the singular locus of A, to obtain algebraic versions of Stutz's result.

In §1 we study the relationship between Conditions I and II. In addition to the

results mentioned above we adapt arguments from [L2] to show that Condition II is

equivalent to two other conditions. Let ß' denote the ^'-module ilA/k ®A A'. (This is

not the module of differentials of A' over k.) Let t(il'), (il')*, and (ß')** be the

torsion submodule, the dual, and the double dual, respectively (treated as A'-

modules). We show that Conditions II, III, and IV are equivalent.

Condition III. (ß')* is free of rank r and the canonical mapping ß' -* (ß')** is

surjective,

Condition IV. ß'//(ß') is ^'-free of rank r.

§2 is somewhat technical and lays ground work for §3. We show that if A satisfies

Condition II, then by a number of coordinate changes on the ambient space, we may

assume that xx,...,xr form part of a minimal basis for the maximal ideal of A and

also a system of parameters for A. Consequently, A is finitely generated over

R = k[[xx,...,xr]]. The latter is a regular local ring since the x/s are seen to be

analytically independent over k.

In §3 we study the singular locus, the nonnormal locus, and the ramification locus

of A over R. Assuming Condition II and that coordinates (hence 7?) are chosen as in

§2, we show that these loci agree. The fact that the ramification locus of A over R
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agrees with the singular locus of A is very useful. It enables us to formulate strong

results about A and A'. In particular, if k is algebraically closed and A satisfies

Condition II then the codimension of J must be less than or equal to one except in

those "trivial" cases where each of the irreducible components of A are already

regular rings. That is, if A satisfies Condition II and has a singular set of codimen-

sion greater than 1 and k is algebraically closed then A' is regular. (This is somewhat

stronger than the analogous result of Stutz [S, 4.2] where he assumed the singular

locus to be regular even in case of high codimension.) Furthermore, a theorem by

Zariski [Zl] allows us, by considering the ramification locus of A over 7?, to extend

regular derivations on 7? to regular derivations on A'. Using this we show that if A

satisfies Condition II and A/ fJ is regular of dimension r — 1 then Ä is regular. (As

a consequence the regularity of A' in the equisingular case follows as a corollary.)

This gives us a theorem analogous to the theorem of Stutz mentioned in the

beginning of this Introduction. It appears that we have used the technique of

extending derivations from R to A' to replace his use of the Riemann Removable

Singularities Theorem although our proof is by no means a translation of his into

algebraic language.

1. Relationship between Conditions I and II. We begin with some generalities that

recast Lemmas 1 and 2 of [L2] in a form convenient for our use.

Let S be a Noetherian ring (commutative and with an identity element) and let M

be a finitely generated S-module. If M is generated by e,,...,en, let (a¡j), i =

l,...,m, j = l,...,n, be the matrix with entries in S whose rows generate all the

relations of ex>...,e„, i.e. 2ya,7e7 = 0, i = 1,...,m, in M. For r > 0, the rth Fitting

ideal of M, denoted 7r(A/), is the ideal in S generated by the (n — r) X (n — r)

minors of (<7,y). By convention, Ir(M) = S for r > n.

We denote by t(M) the torsion submodule of M which consists of those elements

of M that are annihilated by a regular element of S. The smallest length of a

projective resolution of M will be denoted by dim projs( M ).

Lemma 1. Let S be a semilocal, Noetherian ring and let M be a nonzero, finitely

generated S-module. The following are equivalent.

(i) The smallest nonzero Fitting ideal of M is Ir(M) and it is principal with regular

generator.

(ii) dimprojs(M) < 1 and M/t(M) is free of rank r.

Proof. The proof that (ii) implies (i) is exactly the same as the proof in [L2]. To

prove (i) implies (ii) let m be a maximal ideal of S. Then IrSm = Ir(Mm). It is the

smallest nonzero Fitting ideal of Mm, and it is principal with regular generator. (The

regular generator of Ir( M ) cannot go to zero in Sm.) By Lemma 1 of [L2], Mm has

projective dimension less than or equal to one and Mm/t(Mm) is free of rank r.

Since torsion commutes with localization and a module locally free of rank r over a

semilocal ring is globally free of rank r [Si, Theorems 5.2 and 5.4], it follows that

M/t(M) is free of rank r. Since dim projs ( Mm ) =£ 1 for all maximal m,

dimprojs(A/) «= 1 [Nc, p. 188, Theorem 11].    Q.Ê.D.
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Lemma 2. Let S be a reduced Noetherian ring and let M be a finitely generated

S-module. The following are equivalent.

(i) M/t(M) is S-free of rank r.

(ii) Af* = Homs(M, 5) is S-free of rank r and the canonical homomorphism f:

M -» M** is surjective.

Furthermore, they imply that M ®SQ(S) is Q(S)-free of rank r where Q(S) denotes

the total quotient ring of S.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 2 of [L2] provided we

show that (ii) implies M ®SQ(S) is Q(S)-free of rank r. This follows from the fact

that S reduced and Noetherian implies Q(S) is semisimple. Let N = M ®SQ(S),

then t(N) = Ker(N -» N**) where duality is as Q(S) module. Q(S) has no regular

nonunits so t(N) = 0 and N ^ N**. This is free of rank r because N* =

Homs(N, S) ®s 0(5) is free of rank r.    Q.E.D.

Hereafter our data will be as described in the Introduction. A will be a reduced

analytic A:-algebra of characteristic zero.

Let px,...,pk be the minimal primes of A. Q(A/p¡) = Ap¡ = F¡is a field and

Q(A) = ®F¡. In Q(A), 1 = 2, e, and F, = e,Q(A). If we denote by A\ the integral

closure of A/p¡ in F¡ then A' = A\ © • • • ®A'h and we have a commutative diagram

where A' is the integral closure of A in Q(A):

A' = A\® ■■■ ®A'h

i/ Î

A      ->     A/px® ■■■®A/ph
E

Here, i is the inclusion map, E(a) = exa ■ ■ ■ eha, and e¡A = A/p¡.

Lemma 3. Let A be a reduced analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero. Then A has

pure dimension r if and only if il ®A Q(A) is Q(A)-free of rank r.

Proof. If N is any Q(A)-module then N — ®e¡N and each e,N is an 7^-vector

space. It is straightforward to show that N is Q(A)-free of rank r if and only if each

e¡N is 7v-free of rank r.

Now set N = il ®A Q(A). In this case

e,N - ß ®AApi - il(Ap) = il(Q(A/P¡)) - il(A/p¡) ®A/PiQ(A/Pl).

Therefore, e¡N is Frfree of rank r if and only if il(A/p¡) has rank r as an

A/p¡-module. But A reduced and k of characteristic zero implies that A is separable

[B, Folgerung 3.1.4], This means that the rank of il(A/p¡) is equal to dim(A/p¡) for

all i.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4. Let A be a reduced, analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero and

integral closure A'. Let il denote the module of k-differentials of A, J the smallest

nonzero Fitting ideal of il, and il' = il ®A A'. Conditions (II), (III) and (IV) below are

equivalent and are implied by (I). They imply that A has pure dimension r. Further-

more, if A is a complete intersection then they are all equivalent.

(T)J is the rth Fitting ideal of A and JA' is principal with regular generator.
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(II) There exist dx,... ,dr in Derk(A, A') andxx,... ,xr in A such that d¡Xj = 8tJ and

dx,.. .,drfreely generate Derk(A, A') over A'.

(III) (ß')* is A'-free of rank r and there exist nonunits xx,...,xrin the maximal ideal

of A such that (ß')** is A'-generated by the images of dxx ® 1,... ,dxr ® 1 under the

canonical map ¥: ß' -> (ß')**.

(IV) ß'//(ß') is A'-free of rank r.

Proof. Lemma 1 gives that (I) implies (IV). Lemmas 2 and 3 show that (IV)

implies A has pure dimension r since Q(A') = Q(A), A' is reduced, and ß' ®A-Q(Ä)

= il®AQ(A). The equivalence of (IV) and (III) follows from Lemma 2 if we show

that the condition (ß')* is A'-free of rank r and the map ^ onto implies the existence

of the x¡ as specified in (III).

Let yx,...,yn be a generating set for the maximal ideal of A. Then dyx,...,dy„

generate ß where d: A -» ß is the canonical derivation. Hence, dyx ® l,...,dy„® 1

generate ß'. We will let x¡ = 2^nj=xaijyj and show that ty(d(x¡) ® 1), 1 < / < r,

generates (ß')** for a suitable choice of the matrix [a¡A. To further simplify

notation let w- = ^(<7j, ® 1) and z, = 2aiyw,. Since ¥ is onto, wx,...,wn generates

(ß')**. Let M denote (ß')**.

Let m be a maximal ideal of A' and pass to Mm. By Nakayama's Lemma a set

Wj^,...,Wj is a free basis for M, but the setjx,...,jr depends on m. We establish

conditions on the matrix [a¡j] which insure that z„... ,zr is a basis for Mm for all m.

Let ex,...,erbe a basis for (M)* = (il')* and consider ekz¡ = La¡jekWj. The n X r

matrix [ekwf\ has its elements in A' and wjt,..., wJr is a free basis for Mm if and only if

[ekWj] is invertible in A'm. Therefore the matrix [ekwy] locally has rank r on A'. We

want to choose [a(- ■] so that [ekz¡] locally has rank r on A'. Let D = 2axô\ denote the

determinant of [ekz¡] where ax and 8X are determinants of r X r minors of [a¡ ] and

[e^wj, respectively. Regard D as a polynomial in the entries of [a¡¡] (as they appear

in the ax) with coefficients in A'. Let K' denote the residue class field of A'm and

D = 2axó\ the corresponding polynomial with coefficients in K'. The 8K correspond-

ing to det[e¿w- ] is nonzero so D is not identically zero. K' is a finite algebraic

extension of k. Let L be a least normal extension of k containing K' and let G be the

Galois group of L over k. Let Dm = l\geG(2axg(8x)). This is a polynomial in the

entries of [a,;] which is invariant under the action of G so has coefficients in k. It is

not identically zero because '2xaxg(8x) is not for any g. Since k is an infinite field

there exists [a(. ■] with entries in k for which Dm =£ 0 for any maximal m in A'. For

such a choice of [a,y] the matrix [e^z,] locally has rank r on A'. It follows that

(z,,..., zr) locally generates M, therefore (zx,...,zr) generates M.

Next we prove the equivalence of (III) and (II). Asterisks will denote yf-duals.

(ß')* = Hom^ß', A') = Honv(ß ®^ A', A')

^TlomA(ü,T\omA,(A', A'))

- Hom^ß, A!) = Der^, A').

Therefore (III) implies that Der^^l, Ä) is A'-free of rank r. Let

<p: Derk(A,A') -*(il')*
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denote the isomorphism just established. If 8 E Derk(A, A'), x E A, a E A', and d:

A — ß is the canonical derivation then <p(8)(dx ® a) = <x(8(x)). Thus if [d„ 1 «£ i

=£ /-} C Derk(A, A') is chosen so that {<p(d¡), I < i < /•} is dual to {^(í/x, ® 1),

1 < z =s /•}, then

0¡7 = <p(¿,)(*(^® l)) = l •*>,.

This shows that (III) implies (II). Of course dix¡ = 8(j guarantees the ^'-independence

of {d„ 1 </"</■}.

If we assume (II) then the isomorphism <p insures that (ß')* is yF-free of rank r

and, therefore, (ß')** is A'-free of rank r. The condition d¡Xj = 8¡j together with the

description of m show that {"^(dxj® 1), 1 <j< r} is a dual basis to the basis

{(p(d¡), 1 «/'</•} for (ß')*. (If w,,...,wr is a basis for (ß')** then dXj® 1 -> 2, a,-,•«,-,

«y G X', and <p(dk)(dxj ®l) = 8kj = 2la,7<o,(<p(4t))- Since {?>(</*), 1 < k < r) is a

basis for (ß')* and {«,, 1 < i < r) is a basis for (ß')**, the matrix o}f(p(dk)) is

invertible in A'. Therefore the matrix [a,7] is invertible in A' so {^(dxj ® 1),

1 <7 < /■} is a basis for (ß')**.)

Finally we prove (IV) implies (I) if A is a complete intersection in which case

dimproj^ß)« 1 [B, Satz 3.5.3]. Therefore, if (IV) holds, (I) will follow from

Lemma 1 if we show dimproj^ß') < 1. We have 0 -> F"~r -> F" -> ß ^ 0 with the

F' free of the indicated rank by Lemma 3. By [LI, Lemma, p. 889] F"~r -> F" is

injective if and only if [0:7] = 0, i.e. J contains a regular element. A regular

element on A remains regular on A' because A is reduced. Using the same reference

we conclude that 0 -> Fn~r ® A' -> F" ® A' ^ ß' -» 0 is exact.    Q.E.D.

We are indebted to the referee who suggested significant simplifications of our

original proof of Theorem 4.

The theorem shows the implications concerning the conditions as stated in the

Introduction. The following example shows that in general, Condition II does not

imply Condition I.

Example. Let V be the image of k2 under the mapping (r, s) -» (r, s3, s4, rs5) =

(x, y, u, v). Consider the germ of V at the origin. Let A = k[[x, y, u, v]]/P be its

structure ring. A has the following properties.

(i)A' = k[[r,s]\.

(ii) P is generated by v2 — x2y2u, vy — xu2, uv — xy3, and u3 — v4.

(iii) JA' is generated by rs6 and i8.

(iv) Derk(A, A') is free of rank 2 with basis dx = (1,0,0, ss) and d2 =

(0,3/5,4í/5, rs2).
(v) ß ®A A' is not free.

It follows from (iii) that JA' is not principal and from (iv) that {dx, d2}, {x, 5j>/3}

satisfy (II) of Theorem 4. That is, this example satisfies Condition II but not

Condition I. This ring has some other interesting properties.

(vi) A is not Cohen-Macaulay.

(vii) / has an embedded associated prime.

(viii) JA' has an embedded associated prime.

(ix) The conductor is unmixed on A'.
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The proofs are easy. Modulo r, every element of A becomes a zero divisor so depth

A = 1. J = (sn, í", rsn, r2sX0, rss, r2s9). Its associated primes are (s3, s4, rs5) and

the maximal ideal. To see this observe that s8 modulo J is annihilated by the

maximal ideal. JA' = (rss, sxx) has (s) and the maximal ideal of A' for associated

primes. To see the latter is associated observe that s10 is annihilated by the maximal

ideal modulo JA'. The conductor is (s6).

2. Further remarks on Condition II. If A is a reduced Noetherian ring with integral

closure A' in its full ring of quotients Q(A), then any derivation of A into A' may be

viewed as the sum of derivations along the components of A. Specifically, we have as

in §1 the commutative diagram:

A' =A\® ■■■ ®A'h

// Î

A      -»     A/px® ■■■ ®A/pk

Recall that z is an injection and E(a) = exa ® ■ ■ ■ ®eha where the e/s are the

orthogonal elements in the decomposition of A'.

Let k be a subfield of A.

Lemma 5. Suppose d is a k-derivation of A to A'. Then d induces a k-derivation d¡ of

A/Pj to (A/Pi)' = A] so that e¡d = d¡E. Hence, d induces a k-derivation d = dx

® ■ ■ ■ ®dh so that d = dE. Conversely, given a collection of k-derivations d¡, i =

I,...,h, ofA/Pi to A'¡,d = d¡® ■ ■ ■ ®dh is a k-derivation of A/p¡ ® ■ ■ ■ ®A/ph to A'

which gives rise, via restriction to A, of a k-derivation d from A to A'.

Proof. Let 9¡ be the (unique) prime in A' lying over p¡, i.e. p¡ = A D 9¡. Then

A/p¡ is identified in Ä/üf¡ = (A/p¡)'. Since 0 = px n ■•■ Dph is an irredundant

representation we may choose z¡ E D #¡ pj and z, g p¡. It follows that p¡ = (0 : z¡).

If x E p¡, then xz¡ = 0 and hence

d(xz¡) =xd(z¡) + Zjd(x) = 0.

But xd(z¡) E 9t. Since z, £ p¡, it does not belong to 9t and hence d(x) E9¡. Hence

d( Pj) C 'S i and we see that it induces a derivation of A/p¡ to A'¡. The rest of the first

part of the lemma now follows directly.

Conversely, it is easy to check that a collection of /c-derivations d¡, i = l,...,h,

gives a /c-derivation of A/px ® ■ ■ ■ ®A/ph and the rest follows.    Q.E.D.

We note that the lemma in fact shows that e¡T>erk(A, A') = Derk(A/p¿,(A/Pi)')

and hence Der^-d, A') s © Derk(A/Pi,(A/p¡)') as ^'-modules.

Lemma 6. If A is reduced and if A satisfies Condition II, then so do all the irreducible

components of A.

Proof. Let xx,... ,xr and dx,.. .,dr be the elements and derivations arising from

the assumption that A satisfies Condition II. Hence, dfXj) is the unit matrix in A'

and dx,...,dr generate T>erk(A, A'). But the preceding lemma and the subsequent

decomposition of T)erk(A, A') assure that for eachy = 1,... ,h, the elements e¡x¡ and

the derivations ejd¡ also satisfy Condition II on A/p^.    Q.E.D.
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The above now gives another way of characterizing Condition II (cf. [LI, Theorem

3]).

Lemma 7. Let A be a reduced analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero with integral

closure A' and suppose that A is pure dimensional. Suppose that there exists a system of

parameters (xx,... ,xr) and d, E Derk(A, A'), I < / < r, such that d¡(x¡) = 8¡¡. Then

if d E Der^, A'), d = d(Xi)d¡ and dx,.. .,dr freely generate T>erk(A, A') as Ä-

module.

Proof. Let p be any of the associated primes of 0. Since A is pure dimensional,

any system of parameters for A must have their image in A/p be a system of

parameters for A/p. It follows from the decomposition of Lemma 5 that we may

assume at the outset that A is a domain.

The elements x,,...,xr are analytically independent over k so A contains R =

k[[xx,... ,xr]\. Furthermore, every element of A is integral over 7?. See [N, 31.6]. The

condition d,x} = 8,7 insures that dx,... ,dr are /F-independent. The object is to show

that they ^'-generate Derk(A, A'). We claim that for d E Derk(A, A'),

r

d = 2 d(x¡)d¡.
/=i

Let e denote the right-hand derivation. To prove the claim take y E A. It satisfies an

integral equation

f(y)=f + rxf~x + ■■■ +rs = 0

with r¡ E R. Then

d(f(y))=f'(y)d(y)+fd(y) = 0

where fd is the result of applying d to the coefficients of/. But fd(y) is readily seen

to equal f(y) and applying e yields

e(f(y))=f'(y)e(y)+f(y) = 0.

Choosing / to be the minimal polynomial for y over R insures /'( y ) ¥= 0. The above

equations show e(y) = d(y).    Q.E.D.

The next few results, needed for the final section, record specific conclusions that

may be drawn about the elements xx,...,xr arising in Condition II. Similar results

may be obtained if the ring satisfies Condition I.

Lemma 8. Let (A, M) be a reduced analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero with

integral closure A'. Suppose that x¡ are nonunits and dj — T>erk(A, A') with d}(x,) = S,7,

1 =s i, j < r. Suppose (zx,...,zn) is a minimal set of generators for M. Then for a

generic choice of[c-k] C k"x", we may find a minimal set of generators y,,... ,yn where

yj = J,cJkzk, 1 <y < n, and k-derivations e¡ E T)erk(A, A') so that e¡yj = 8,7, 1 < z,

j<r.

Proof. First we establish that there is a minimal set of generators^,,... ,y„ for M

and derivations ex,... ,er with e¡y} = 8tJ, 1 < z, j < r. Then we establish that this

property is preserved by a generic family of matrices in k"Xn. Let z,,...,z„ be a

minimal set of generators for M.
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n

xi = 2 "¡jZj,       Ki<r,auEA.
7=1

Since d¡ are /c-derivations we may assume all x¡ E M. Let a,7 = a° + btj where

afj E k and bi} E M.

hi = dk(x,) = 2 a?jdk(Zj) + d J  2 &vf/   •
7=1 \7=i '

Since ¿>( -z- E M2, dk(M2) E MA' E HMXA', the Jacobson radical of A'. Therefore

n

hi = 2 <t?jdk(zj) mod Mx,       Ki,k<r.
7=1

It follows that [afj] E krX" is of rank r and [dk(Zj)] E (A')"Xr is of rank r. Let

>-, = 2;=,4z7,i </</-.

rf*(7,)= 2 *?/*(*,■)'        Ki,k<r,
7=1

is invertible in /!'. Let [/3m J be its inverse and define em = 2£=, bmkdk, I < m < r.

em(y¡) =8mi-

Complete [afy] to [c,7], a nonsingular matrix in &"x". Letj, = 2"=iCl7-Zy, 1 < i < n,

and we have the existence of a minimal generating set for M and derivations as

required by the lemma. Moreover, it is clear from the above argument that if

(z,,... ,zn) is a minimal generating set for M and d¡Zj = 8, , 1 < i, j < r, to start

with then y, = 2J=, c,7zy and e¡ satisfy the conclusion of the lemma if rank [c,7] = n,

rank [c¡y] = r, 1 < z',y < /■, and e, = 2rl=xbudj with [/>,7] = [c,7,1 =£ i,j < r]_1. This

shows that the condition is generic. Q.E.D.

We now introduce the condition A/ x/J regular of dimension r — 1.

Lemma 9. Suppose (A, M) is a reduced analytic k-algebra of pure dimension r and

characteristic zero. Let J be its Jacobian ideal and assume that A/ \fj is regular of

dimension r — 1. If (yx,...,yn) is a minimal basis for M and xi = *L"=xaijyj,

1 </*£«, a¡j E k, then for generic choice of [a¡y\ E knX", (!) (xx,...,xn) is a

minimal basis for M and (ii) (xx,... ,xr_,) map onto a minimal basis for the maximal

ideal of A/ {J.

Proof. Let [a] denote the n X n matrix a,7. Insisting that [a] be nonsingular

insures (i) because n was the dimension of M/M2. We ask what conditions [a] must

satisfy to insure (ii).

Let B = A/ \fj. The surjection A -> B induces a Ä:-surjection M/M2 -* N/N2.

We use the same symbol to denote an element of A, its image in B, M/M2, and

A/A2. Since (yx,. ..,yn) is a basis for M/M2 we can choose a basis for N/N2 of the

formy,, p = 1,... ,r — 1. In N/N2 we get relationsy¡ = 2p cpiyl, 1 «S i < n, c ¡ £ k.

Carrying the coordinate change xy = 2a,7>', of M/M2 over to N/N2 we have

Xj = 2 au 2 cpiyip = 2(2 Wij ) >V
i       p pi
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To insure that xx,... ,xr_, is a basis for N/N2 we only need to insure that the first

(r — 1) X (r — 1) minor of the (r — 1) X n matrix [c][a] is invertible in k. The

determinant of that minor has the form 2 ± ya where y and a run over determinants

of (r — 1) X (r — 1) minors [c] and the first [r — 1] columns of [a] with column

indices of [c] matching row indices of [a], [c] is determined by the choice of bases

forAf/M2andA/A2.

2 ± ya is a polynomial in the entries of [a]. We need to insure that this

polynomial does not vanish identically. In columns z'p, p = l,...,r — 1, the matrix

[c] has Ir_x. If we choose [a] to have the z'pth column of In in column p,

p= l,...,r — 1, and the remaining columns of In placed in the remaining columns

of [a] then all a's occurring in 2 ± ya vanish except the one with index /',,.. -,'V-i-

It has value 1, the corresponding y is also 1 so there is a nonsingular choice of [a] for

which 2 ± ya is not zero. Therefore, it is not identically zero as a polynomial in the

entries of [a]. Thus coordinate changes which satisfy (ii) are generic.    Q.E.D.

A minimal system of generators for the maximal ideal of A is called a system of

local coordinates.

Theorem 10. Suppose A is a reduced analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero and

integral closure A'. Let r be the dimension of A. If A satisfies Condition II, then by a

change of coordinates we may obtain elements xx,...,xr and k-derivations d{. A -» Ä,

i = 1,...,/", so that

(i) xx,...,xr is a system of parameters for A and part of a system of local

coordinates,

(ii) d,(Xj) = 8,7, and

(iii) dx,... ,dr generate T>erk(A, A').

If, furthermore, A/ \ff is a regular ring of dimension r — 1, then we may find a

change of coordinates so that along with the above,

(iv) xx,.. .,xr_, form a regular system of parameters for A/ fj .

Proof. By Theorem 4, A is of pure dimension r and by Lemma 8 we may assume

the existence of elements yx,...,yr and /c-derivations 7),,... ,7), of A to A' so that

D¡(yj) = 8¡j where yx,... ,yr form part of a system of local coordinates for A. If n is

the embedding dimension of A we may then extend the above elements toyx,... ,yr,

yr+x,. ■ ■ ,y„ where these now are a system of local coordinates for A.

If (c¡j) E knX", then x¡, = 2"=, ctjyj for i = l,...,n is also a system of local

coordinates as long as det(c,7) =£ 0. Applying the derivations Dx,... ,Dr we have

det(7J,.(x,.)) = det(c,7+    2    chkDj(yk)),       i,j=l,...,r.
\ k = r+\ I

Let Mx, À = l,...,í, be the maximal ideals of A'. Then for each À, A'/Mx is a

field algebraic over k. Denote this field by Kx. The right-hand determinant is,

modulo Mx, a polynomial Px(c¡j) with coefficients in A'/Mx. It will be assured that

det(D¡(x )) is a unit in A' as long as we can find a particular choice (ctJ) E k"x" so

that 7\(c,7) i= 0 for A = l,...,f. Since for the choice of entries 8,7, 7\(S,7) = F we

see that Px is a nonzero polynomial with coefficients in Kx. It follows by the same
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argument as in Theorem 4 that we may find a nonzero polynomial Qx(ctj) with

coefficients in k so that ßx(£,7) ¥= 0 implies Px(í¡j) ^ 0 VÀ. Since k is infinite, it

follows by [Al, 23.5, p. 192], that we may find a generic change of coordinates so

that xx,..., xr is a system of parameters for A.

Part (i) of the theorem now follows immediately and so does (ii) if we let

d, = Tk=xbikDk, i= 1,... ,r, where (bik) is the (r X /•) left inverse of (D¡(Xj)). Part

(iii) follows from Lemma 7.

If now A/x/J is regular, then Lemma 9 assures that the above change of

coordinates can be made so that xx,...,xr^x have images which form a regular

system of parameters for A/ fJ.   Q.E.D.

3. Ramification and the singular locus. We assume throughout this section that A is

a reduced analytic /^-algebra of characteristic zero. If Ä is the integral closure of A in

its full ring of quotients we denote by C the conductor of A' into A. If q is any prime

ideal in A, then Aq is integrally closed in its full ring of quotients if and only if q

does not contain C [A2, p. 506]. It is known [LI, Proposition 2.1] that the length of a

maximal A sequence in C is not greater than one; i.e. the depth C < 1. Since A is

reduced, C must contain at least a regular element and hence depth C = 1. (If not,

then C E p where p is some associated prime of A. This would mean that the field A

is not integrally closed in its own field of quotients.)

We recall that if A is pure dimensional then a prime qinA is regular if and only if

q does not contain J. It follows that if q D C then q D J, since Aq regular implies it

is integrally closed in its full ring of quotients.

Assume that A satisfies Condition II as stated in the Introduction. Then A is of

pure dimension r by Theorem 4. Denote by dx,...,dr the derivations which freely

generate T)erk(A, A') and by xx,...,xr the elements in A so that dfxj) = 8, . We

may assume by Theorem 10 that the x/s have been so chosen that xx,...,xr is a

system of parameters for A and that they form part of a minimal generating set for

the maximal ideal of A. If such a choice has been made, then xx,... ,xr is analytically

independent over k and R = k[[xx,... ,xr]] is a power series ring over which A is

finitely generated [N]. It follows that if Q(A) is the full ring of quotients of A, then

the integral closure of R in Q(A), denoted by 7?', agrees with A'. The restriction of d¡

to R gives d¡\R = 3/9x, on R. We continue to denote this restriction by d¡.

Suppose B is a ring containing R which is integral over R. If q is a prime ideal in

B which lies over a prime p in R, i.e. p = R n q, then q (or Bq) is said to be

unramified over p (or 7?^) if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) Bq/qBq is separable algebraic over Rp/pRp.

(ii) PBq = qBq.

Otherwise, q (or Bq) is said to be ramified overp (or Rp).

One aim of this section is to show that under the assumption that A satisfies

Condition II and is reduced, the singular locus, the ramification locus over 7?, and

the primes q for which Aq is not integrally closed, all agree.

We quote a theorem proved by Nagata in the domain case and generalized by

Zariski which we shall use often in the sequel. For our purposes it is presented most

conveniently by Lipman [LI, Theorem 2, p. 881].
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Theorem 11. Suppose 0 is a complete semilocal ring with residue field of characteris-

tic zero. Let k be a subring of 0 and suppose there exist k-derivations dx,...,ds of 0

into 0 and xx,_...,xs in the Jacobson radical of 0 so that the matrix (dfXj)) is

invertible. Let 0 = 0/0x, + • • • +6xs. Under these assumptions we may conclude that

(i) 0 may be identified as a subring of 0 containing k,

(ii) xx,...,xsare analytically independent over 0, and

(iii) 6 ii the power series ring Q[[xx,...,xs]].

We note that it follows from (ii) and (iii) that, dim 0 = dim 0 — s. In the special

case in which 0 is reduced, 0 must also be reduced and hence, if s = dim0, then 0

must be a product of fields.

Theorem 12. Suppose A is a reduced analytical k-algebra of characteristic zero

satisfying Condition II. Let q be a prime ideal in A and let p = q (1 R. (R is the ring

discussed in the beginning of this section.) Then the following are equivalent.

(i) Aq is integrally closed.

(ii) A  is a regular ring.

(iii) Aq is unramified over Rp.

Proof. We shall first show how (i) implies (ii) and also (iii). Let dx,...,drbe the

derivations in Der^^, A') and xx,...,xr E A the elements arising from Condition

II. Let 7? = k[[xx,...,xr]].

Consider the commutative diagram of inclusions.

î Î

R      -      A

If Aq is integrally closed, then A' ®A Aq = Aq and it follows that since Aq is flat over

A,

Derk(A, A') ®A Aq ^ HomA(ilA/k, A') ®A Aq a Derk(Aq, Aq).

Hence, the derivations dx,...,dr extend to regular derivations on Aq (i.e. d¡(Aq) E

Aq) and generate all the /c-derivations on Aq since the d/s freely generate T>erk(A, A').

The flatness of 7?^, over 7? guarantees that

Derk(R,R)®RRp = Derk(Rp,Rp).

Since d¡ when restricted to R gives the partial derivative 3/3x,, i = l,...,r, which

together generate Derk(R, R), we see that every /(-derivation on Rp extends to a

/(-derivation on Aq. (In fact the extension is unique. If d | Rp = 0 then d | R = 0 so,

by Lemma 7, d\A = 2¿7(x,)tf', = 0. Therefore d is zero on Aq by the quotient

formula.)
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Let R and Â denote the completion of Rp and Aq respectively. These comple-

tions are taken in respect to the maximal ideal topology. We then have the

commutative diagram

î        î

rp  - A«

where all arrows are inclusions.

Since taking completions is flat, Derk(Rp, Rp) ®RRp s^Derk(Rp, Rp) and

Berk(Aq, Aq) ®AqÂq ̂  Der^i,, Âq).

The same considerations as before allow us to conclude that every /(-derivation on

Rp extends to a /^-derivation on Aq.

If K denotes the coefficient field of 7?^,, then we may assume k E K [N, 31.9].

Since R is a regular local ring, Rp = K[[YX,...,YS]] where i = dim 7?^. The partial

derivatives 3/37, are 7C-derivations on Rp and, in particular, /c-derivations which by

the above extend to Aq. Denoting these extensions by D¡, we have exhibited s

derivations where s = dim Aq = dim Rp and elements YX,...,YS in the maximal

ideal of Â so that 7),(yj) = 8¡ . Theorem 11 now applies and we may conclude that

Aq — 0[[7,,..., 7J] where 0 is a field since it is local, reduced and of dimension

zero. Hence, (i) implies (ii).

The same conclusion shows that {Yx,...,Yy} generate the maximal ideal of Aq and

since these elements already generate the maximal ideal of Rp, it follows that

pAq = qÂq. But pRp = pRp and qAq = qAq and so the flatness of Aq over Aq now

shows pAq = qAq. Since char k = 0, it follows immediately that Aq/qAq is separable

algebraic over Rp/pRp. Hence, (i) also implies (iii).

If (iii), then since 7?^ is regular its maximal ideal is generated by s =

dim Rp = dim Aq elements which by assumption generate the maximal ideal of Aq.

It is well known that this implies that Aq is a regular local ring [AM, 11.22]. Hence

(iii) implies (i). Of course, that (ii) implies (i) is immediate.    Q.E.D.

The theorem shows that if A satisfies Condition II, then the singular locus of A

and the ramification locus of A over R agree and that this is the same as the primes

containing the conductor C. In particular, fj = \[C, and since C contains a regular

element so must J under the assumption that A satisfies Condition II. The depth of

C, i.e. the longest /Fregular sequence in C, is always bounded by 1 [LI]. We now

show that if A is also a domain and A/M = k is algebraically closed, then codimC

(i.e. the minimal height of any prime containing C) and hence codim J is always

bounded by 1. We do this by appealing to the ramification locus of A over R and

showing that if we assume A is singular, then there must exist primes q in A of height

one which are ramified over 7?. This result is known for complex analytic spaces. We

prove it by using another theorem by Zariski which we will have occasion to use

again later.

If we assume A satisfies Condition II and R = k[[xx,...,xr]] as before with

quotient field Q(R), then the integral closure R' of R in Q(A) is A'. Referring to the

notation before Lemma 3, if we set R¿ = e¡R then A'¡ is the integral closure of 7?, in
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F¡ and A\ is finitely generated over R¡. Therefore F¡ is finite separable (char A: = 0)

over Q(Rj) = e¡Q(R) where Q(R¡) is the quotient field of R¡.

Any derivation d on R to R may be viewed as a direct sum of derivations e¡d from

R¡ to R¡. The derivation d has an extension d' of 7?' to Q(A) which may be viewed as

the sum of the extension along the components. Our separable assumption assures

this extension d' is unique.

Theorem 13 [Z2, Theorem 3, p. 525]. Let R = k[[xx,.. .,xr]] be a power series ring

over a field k, char k = 0, and let K be the quotient field of R. Let F = Fx ® ■ ■ ■ ®Fh

D K be a direct sum of fields F¡ = e¡F with F¡ a finite separable algebraic extension of

e¡K. Let R' be the integral closure of R in F. Let d be a derivation on R. Assume that if

p' is any prime ideal of height one in R' which is ramified over p = p' (1 R, then there

exists an element x E p so that x & pf2) and dx = 0.

Under this assumption, if d' is the (necessarily unique) extension of d to F, then

d'(R') E R'.

Theorem 14. Suppose A is a complete local domain containing its residue field k

which we assume is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. If A satisfies

Condition II and is presumed to be singular, then the codimension of the singular locus

is one. (By Theorem 12, this is equivalent to claiming that codim C = 1.)

Proof. Let K and F be the quotient fields of R and A respectively and let R' be

the integral closure of 7? in F. By Theorem 12 we need only show that some ht. 1

prime q in A is ramified over 7?. If this is not so, that is if all the ht. 1 primes in A are

unramified over R, then so are all the ht. 1 primes in R'. For if g is a ht. 1 prime in

R' and if q = A n Q, then A is regular, hence integrally closed and therefore

A = R'q since 7?' is also the integral closure of A in F. Hence, Q is also unramified

over 7?.

By Zariski's result quoted above, we may extend the derivations dx,...,dr from R

to R'. The existence of the elements xx,...,xrso that dfXj) = 5,7 assures that R' is a

regular local domain by Theorem 11. In fact

7?' = L[[jc,,. . .,xr]]    where L is a field.

But R = A:[[jc,,...,jcr]] and therefore L is algebraic over k since the extension is

integral. Hence, R = A = R' which is contrary to our assumption.    Q.E.D.

We remark that if A is described as in the theorem but if we presume k is not

algebraically closed, then Condition II does not force codim J < 1.

In fact consider the extensions of rings

Q[[t, x]] - ß[[/2/, t, fix, x\] - Q(fi)[[t, x]]

where f and x are indeterminates, and Q the rationals. Let A = Q[[f2t, t,x/2x, x]],

R = Q[[t, x]] and R' = Q(\/2)[[t, x]]. Then the quotient ring of A is Q(f2)((t, x))

and agrees with that of 7?' and R' is the integral closure of 7? in that quotient field.

We claim

(i) A satisfies Condition II. This because if we restrict 3/3f and 3/3x from R' to

A, then these are Q derivations on A to A' so that

3//3/=l,   dx/dx = 0,   3f/3x = 0,    dx/dx=l.
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If M is the maximal ideal of A, then M2 C (x, t) and it follows that x and f is a

system of parameters for A. By Lemma 7, it follows that the derivations generate

DerQ(A,A').

(ii) The conductor of A' to A is M since M ■ x/2 C A. Hence, by Theorem 12, the

singular locus is M which is of height 2.

If we assume A is reduced and k is algebraically closed, then under the assumption

that A satisfies Condition II we "might as well" assume codim J < 1.

Corollary 15. Suppose A is a reduced analytic k-algebra of characteristic zero with

k algebraically closed and A satisfies Condition II. Assume that dim A > 1 and that

codim J > 1. Then each of the irreducible components of A are regular local rings. In

particular, A' is a regular ring.

Proof. Letpx,... ,ph be the minimal primes of A and let A, = A/p¡. We have seen

in Lemma 6 that, since A satisfies Condition II, so does the domain A¡. Our

assumption that k is algebraically closed implies by Theorems 14 and 12 that the

conductor C, of A¡ is either of codim C, = 1 or that it is all of A¡ which would mean

that A i is integrally closed, hence regular.

If C is the image of C in A/p¡, then C C C¡. Let p be any minimal prime of C¡

with preimage p. Then p D C + p¡ and it follows that the height of p > 1 by our

assumption. Since//, is an associated prime of A, ht. p > 1. Hence, codim C, > 1 and

the corollary is proved.    Q.E.D.

If A is as above, dim A > 1, it follows from the corollary that its integral closure is

regular (i.e. the integral closure of the components are regular). But if A is reduced

and of dimension 1, its integral closure is always regular. Hence, a reduced isolated

singularity, defined over an algebraically closed field which satisfies Condition II

and is complete must have a regular integral closure.

We now reintroduce the condition that A/ fl is a regular ring of dimension r — 1

where r = dim A. Hence, / is a height one prime ideal.

Theorem 16. Suppose A is a reduced analytic k-algebra where char k = 0. Suppose

A satisfies Condition II and that A/ xfj is a regular ring of dimension r — 1 where

r = dim A. Then A' is a regular ring.

Proof. Theorem 10 assures the existence of a system of parameters xx,...,xr

which are part of a system of local coordinates and ^-derivations dx,...,dr from A to

A' so that d¡(Xj) = 8¡j. Furthermore, by Theorem 10 A/{J = k[[xx,.. .,xr_x]]

where x, is the image of x¡ inA/\/J. Let R = k[[xx,.. .,xr]]. We have

R^A -^ A/{j ^0

where i is the inclusion map. Since 7? is a unique factorization domain, it follows that

the height one prime ideal R D {J is generated by the irreducible element (xr - $)

for some $ G k[[xx,... ,xr^x}\ Furthermore, (xr - $) g (xr - $)<2).

Set 7), = d, + (34>/3x,)i7r = d¡ + d¡(<&)dr for i = 1,.. .,/•. These are Ar-derivations

regular on R. Since dr(<b) = 0, D,(xr - $) = d,(xr) - </,.($) + <7,($) = 0 for i =

!,...,/•- 1.
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If now q is any height one ramified prime in A', then Theorem 12 shows that

A n q Z) J and since {J is a height one prime, A D q = fj. It follows that

q Pi R = (xr — $). Theorem 13 now shows that D¡, i = l,...,r — 1, may be ex-

tended to regular /(-derivations on A'. Since D¡(Xj) = 8,7, for i,j = l,...,r — 1 and

char A: = 0, it follows by Theorem 11 that A' = 0[[x,,.. .,xr_,]] with xx,...,xr_x

analytically independent over 0 and where 0 may be identified with A'/(xx,... ,xr_,).

It follows that 0 is reduced since it is a subring of A' and one dimensional by

Theorem 11. Since A' is integrally closed and xx,.. -,xr_x are analytically indepen-

dent, 0 is also integrally closed. It then follows that 0 and, therefore, A' is regular.

Q.E.D.
We note that under the additional assumption that k is algebraically closed we

have

Corollary 17. Suppose A is a reduced analytic k-algebra where char A: = 0 and k

is algebraically closed. If A satisfies Condition II and if A/ fl is a regular ring, then

A' is a regular ring.

Proof. We may presume that 7 is a proper nonzero ideal of A. Now if

codim x/J > 1, then Corollary 15 gives the result. If codim \fJ = 1, the above

theorem gives the result.   Q.E.D.
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